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a b s t r a c t

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have been considered for combined heat and power (CHP)
applications, but cost reduction has remained an issue for commercialization. Among various types of
PEMFC, the high-temperature (HT) PEMFC is gaining more attention due to the simplicity of the system,
that will make the total system cost lower. A pumpless cooling concept is introduced to reduce the number
of components of a HT PEMFC system even further and also decrease the parasitic power required for
eywords:
roton exchange membrane fuel cell
tack cooling
atent heat
ynamic characteristics

operating the system. In this concept, water is used as the coolant, and the buoyancy force caused by
the density difference between vapour and liquid when operated above boiling temperate is utilized
to circulate the coolant between the stack and the cooling device. In this study, the basic parameters
required to design the cooling device are discussed, and the stable operation of the HT PEMFC stack in
both the steady-state and during transient periods is demonstrated. It found that the pumpless cooling

iform
umpless method provides more un
coolant flow.

. Introduction

Fuel cells are electrochemical power generation devices that
irectly convert chemical energy into electrical energy. Among var-

ous types of fuel cell, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEMFC) has excellent characteristics, which are suited for trans-
ortation and small stationary and mobile applications [1]. On the
ther hand, because its typical operating temperature is below
00 ◦C, water management becomes an important issue to maintain
he high activity of the membrane, while preventing dehydration
f the proton conductor as well as flooding in the gas transport
aths. When hydrocarbon fuels are used as the source of hydrogen,
reat care has to be taken to minimize catalyst poisoning by carbon
onoxide.
To suppress the demerits of PEMFC, a high-temperature (HT)

EMFC, which operates above 100 ◦C, is gaining attention because
here is no need of external humidification. Various attempts

ave been made to develop a new generation of organic proton
onductors that can be used for HT PEMFC [2–7]. To date, poly-
enzimidazole (PBI)-based, phosphoric-acid doped membranes,
hich can work at 150–180 ◦C, are the only designs that have
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temperature distribution within the stack, regardless of the direction of
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been established for commercial use [4–7]. The system eliminates
components related to humidification. Also, high-temperature
operation minimizes catalyst poisoning from reformed fuels and
simplifies the components of the fuel reformer as compared in
Fig. 1 [8]. In addition to its simplicity, the system provides improved
system robustness along with higher quality heat for combined
heat and power (CHP) applications. Overall HT PEMFC technol-
ogy can be a cost-effective solution, especially when it is used
with hydrocarbon-based fuel, where fuel reforming processes are
required. Due to its nature of operating at high temperature, how-
ever, the thermal management of the stack becomes a greater
concern [9].

Regarding the temperature control of HT PEMFCs, air cooling
is an option, using a fan as a means to control the temperature of
the stack [10–12]. Koh et al. [10] and Sohn et al. [11] investigated
the influence of current density on the average cell temperature
with an air-cooled stack and demonstrated that air cooling by nat-
ural convection was not sufficiently effective to maintain a uniform
cell temperature. Peng and Lee [13] developed a 3D single-phase,
non-isothermal numerical model for a single cell of HT PEMFC. The
results showed that the thermal effects strongly affected the fuel
cell performance and they suggested that active thermal manage-

ment was strongly recommended, to maximize the performance of
the stack.

For the use in CHP applications, liquid cooling, using water or oil
has been widely adopted [14,15] due to the ease of heat recovery.
Scholta et al. [15] investigated the external liquid cooling design of
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Fig. 1. Configurations of low and high temperature PEMFC systems;

T PEMFC, wherein the cooling pipe went through the bipolar plate
irectly. It was shown that complete sealing of the cooling stream
as feasible in the stack. Nevertheless, there existed the possibility

f an improper contact between the cooling pipe and the bipo-
ar plate that would result in lower cooling capability and would
nevitably degrade the rate of heat transport. Moreover, it required
lectric insulation between the neighbouring bipolar plates for pro-
ection of short-circuit current through the cooling pipes.

Both air and liquid cooling methods require additional power to
ontrol the temperature of the stack [16,17]. Lee et al. [18] however,
ave suggested a pumpless stack cooling method, which can oper-
te without the need of parasitic power for a circulating coolant. The
ethod is suitable for an HT PEMFC, where the cell is operating at
temperature higher than the boiling temperature of the coolant,
nd it makes the best use of HT PEMFC with water as a coolant. Due
o the phenomenon of the momentum generated from the density
ifference between the two co-existing phases, liquid and vapour,
pontaneous water circulation between the stack and the cooling
evice can be obtained, without any external driving force, such as
pump. In this study, the feasibility of pumpless stack cooling of
T PEMFC is demonstrated. A cooling device for a 1 kWe HT PEMFC

tack is designed, and it is found that pumpless operation is possible
nder both steady-state and transient conditions.
. Stack cooling device of HT PEMFC

Heat generated in a fuel cell is inevitable due to reversible and
rreversible chemical reactions. In typical PEMFCs, more than half
f the chemical energy of fuel is converted to heat energy while
-temperature PEMFC system, (b) high-temperature PEMFC system.

generating electricity. For stable stack operation as well as high
energy efficiency, it is important to design a cooling device properly
to release heat from a fuel cell. In this study, a pumpless cooling
device is designed for the thermal management of HT PEMFCs.

2.1. Heat transfer mechanism of HT PEMFC stack

The heat generated in a fuel cell stack should be delivered to the
outside, therefore the coolant has to circulate through the chan-
nels of the cooling plates in a stack. The operating temperature of
a low-temperature (LT) PEMFC is about 60–80 ◦C. Thus, a coolant
such as air or water is usually supplied by a blower or pump, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Accordingly, the heat-transfer mechanism of a
cooling plate in a LT PEMFC stack is forced convection using sensi-
ble heat. By contrast, a water-cooled HT PEMFC, which is operated
at over 100 ◦C, contains additional latent heat that can provide
enhanced cooling capability. Another merit of operating above the
boiling temperature is that boiling generates pumping pressure
for coolant circulation between the cooling plates and the cool-
ing device to overcome the total pressure drop in the loop, which
is the sum of frictional pressure drops in the cooling channel, con-
necting lines, and the heat-exchanger, plus any static pressure drop
due to gravity. This pumping effect is caused by the density differ-
ence between the co-existing vapour phase and liquid phase (i.e.,

buoyancy effect) [16]. Therefore, no additional pump or blower is
necessary, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In addition, the phenomenon of
phase changing within the coolant stream causes the temperature
of the cooling stream to remain unchanged, along the direction
of the coolant flow, and there by helps to sustain a uniform cell
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Nomenclature

A heat-exchanger area/cm2

cp specific heat at constant pressure/kJ kg−1 K−1

D diameter of coiled tube/m
di inner diameter of pipe/m
F Faraday constant (=96,485)/C mol−1

g acceleration of gravity (=9.81)/m s−2

h specific enthalpy/kJ kg−1

h̄ convective heat transfer coefficient/W m−2 K−1

hfg latent heat energy/kJ kg−1

I current/A
Ja Jakob number
k thermal conductivity of coiled tube/W m−1 K−1

kc thermal conductivity of secondary
coolant/W m−1 K−1

L total length of coiled tube/m
Ncell number of cells in the stack
Ncoil number of turns of the coil in heat-exchanger
NuD averaged Nusselt number
Qc flow rate of secondary coolant/L min−1

Q̇conv convective heat transfer to fuel and air gases/W
Q̇ele electrical energy generated from the fuel cell/W
Q̇fuel total enthalpy of supplied fuel/W
Q̇gen generated heat from electrochemical reaction/W
Q̇rec recovered heat by heat-exchanger/W
r radius of tube/m
Tc secondary coolant temperature/◦C or K
Ts surface temperature of coiled tube/K
Tsat saturation temperature/K
V stack voltage/V

Greek letters
� dynamic viscosity/kg m−1 s−1

� angle between pipe and horizontal line/rad
�c density of secondary coolant/kg m−3

�l density of liquid water/kg m−3

�v density of vapour water/kg m−3

Subscripts
c secondary coolant
i inlet
l liquid water
o outlet or outside
s surface

t

2

d
s
s
t
g
t
e
w
b
p
b

sat saturation
v vapour water

emperature.

.2. Thermal management using cooling device

Coolant water circulated through the stack goes to a cooling
evice where the excess heat is transferred to a secondary cooling
tream. A cooling device for a HT PEMFC, as shown in Fig. 2, con-
ists of a heat-exchanger, a reservoir and a solenoid valve. When
he stack coolant exits the stack, the water in the liquid phase
oes to the reservoir and the steam in the vapour phase goes to
he heat-exchanger. A secondary coolant passes through the heat-

xchanger to cool the steam of the stack coolant. The condensed
ater simultaneously enters from the reservoir to the cooling plate

y the difference in water levels inside the reservoir and the cooling
late. At this time, the circulation of the stack coolant is achieved
y natural convection as it boils inside the cooling channel, and a
Fig. 2. Make-up of HT PEMFC stack and cooling device.

solenoid valve controls the operation of the heat-exchanger that
affects the stack temperature as well as the secondary coolant out-
let temperature.

During normal operation, the solenoid valve is opened to allow
circulation of the condensed water in the heat-exchanger. When
the temperature of the stack coolant entering into the heat-
exchanger is lower than a set value, the solenoid valve is closed
so that the heat-exchanger temperature is raised. Afterward, when
the temperature of the stack coolant has increased to the desired
level, the solenoid valve is opened so that the temperature can be
maintained within the range set for stable operation.

2.3. Design of cooling device

Key targets in the design of a cooling device are the proper
size and structure of the heat-exchanger. A helical coil structure
of the heat-exchanger has been adopted due to its simplicity and
generality [19]. In this section, the equations that describe the heat-
transfer phenomena in the heat-exchanger, including the phase
change, have been considered to determine the proper area of the
heat-exchanger.

The amount of heat generated from the stack at a rated power,
Q̇gen, can be calculated as shown in Eq. (1), where the electrical
power generated from the fuel cell, Q̇ele is subtracted from the total
enthalpy of supplied fuel (e.g., hydrogen), Q̇fuel.

Q̇gen = Q̇fuel − Q̇ele = −
(

h

2F
− V

)
× I × Ncell (1)

here h is the specific enthalpy of fuel [kJ kg−1], I and V are the mean
current [A] and the voltage [V], respectively; F is the Faraday con-
stant, 96,485(C mol−1); Ncell is the number of cells in the stack. To
design the heat-exchanger in a conservative manner, it is assumed
that there is no heat loss to the outside. Subsequently, the amount
of heat-exchanged in the heat exchanger, Q̇rec, can be expressed as:

Q̇rec = Q̇gen − Q̇conv (2)

The second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is the convec-
tive heat energy leaving the stack through the reactant streams of

both the anode and the cathode.

In the heat-exchanger, the excess energy, Q̇rec, has to be trans-
ported from the stack coolant to the secondary coolant. The heat
transport to the secondary coolant has to be proportional to the area
of the heat-exchanger between the stack coolant and the secondary
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Fig. 3. A design of c

oolant, A, and it can be described as:

˙ rec = h̄iA(Ts − Tc) (3)

here h̄i is the convective heat-transfer coefficient [W m−2K−1] of
he inner side of the coil where the secondary coolant flows; Ts is
he surface temperature [K] of the coil; Tc is the algebraic mean of
he inlet temperature, Tc,i, and the outlet temperature, Tc,o, of the
econdary coolant. The convective heat-transfer coefficient of the
nner side of the coil, h̄i, is given by:

¯
i = Nudkc

di
(4)

ere Nud is the averaged Nusselt number obtained from theoretical
nd experimental studies [20]. di and kc are the inner diameter
m] of the coil and the thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1] of the
econdary coolant, respectively.

At the surface of the coil, the energy from the stack coolant has to
e identical to that of the secondary coolant of the heat-exchanger.
herefore, Eq. (3) can be rearranged as follows and in Fig. 3.

Q̇rec = h̄iAi = h̄i(2�riL)(Ts,i − Tc); inside of tube

= −kA
dTs

dr
= 2�kL

ln (ro/ri)
(Ts,o − Ts,i); tube

= h̄oAo(Tsat − Ts,o) = h̄o(2�roL)(Tsat − Ts,o); outside of tube

here ri and ro are the radii [m] of inner and outer of the tube,
espectively; L is the total length [m] of the tube; Ts,i and Ts,o are
he surface temperatures [K] of the inner and the outer of the coiled
ube [K]; k is the thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1] of the tube.

Using Eq. (5), the outer surface temperature of the tube can be
alculated as:

s,o = (k/(ln(ro/ri)) + h̄iri)h̄oroTsat + k/(ln(ro/ri))(h̄iriTc)

k/(ln(r /r ))(h̄ r + h̄ r ) + h̄ r h̄ r
(6)
o i i i o o i i o o

here Tsat is the stack coolant temperature that is identical to the
aturation temperature of steam [K]; h̄o is the heat-transfer coeffi-
ient of condensation [W m−2K−1] of the outside of the coiled tube.
n the outside surface of the tube, the stream changes to the liquid
ed heat-exchanger.

phase so that film condensation is considered to follow:

h̄o = C

[
g cos ��l(�l − �v)kl

3h′
fg

N�l(Tsat − Ts,o)(2ro)

]1/4

(7)

h′
fg = hfg(1 + 0.68Ja) (8)

Ja = cp(Tsat − Ts,o)
hfg

(9)

where C is 0.729 for a pipe [21], g is the acceleration of gravity
[m s−2]; �l and �v are the densities [kg m−3] for liquid and vapour,
respectively. kl and �l are the thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
and the viscosity [kg m−1 s−1] for the liquid condensed on the
surface of the coiled tube, respectively. N is the number of the par-
alleled pipes (i.e., the number of turns of the coil, Ncoil); hfg is the
latent heat energy [kJ kg−1]; � is the angle between the pipe and the
horizontal line. The corrected latent heat energy, h′

fg compensates
for the heat transfer between the pipe and the condensed film. Ja,
which is called the Jakob number, is the ratio of the absorbed sen-
sible heat to latent heat. For a given diameter of tube and a given
diameter of coiled tube, Ncoil can be calculated as follows.

Ncoil = Ao

(2�ro) · (�DL)
(10)

where D is the diameter [m] of the coiled tube.
By combining Eqs. (4)–(10) into Eq. (5), the heat-exchange area

(i.e., the outer area of the coiled tube), Ao, can be calculated. As Ncoil
also depends on this area, it is necessary for the iterative calculation
to identify the required heat-exchange area.

For the required amount of heat-exchange, the flow rate of the
secondary coolant, Qc [L min−1] can be calculated as follows.
Qc = Q̇rec

�ccp(Tc,o − Tc,i)
(11)

where cp is the specific heat [kJ kg−1 K−1] at constant pressure;
Tc,o is generally set to a desired temperature, which is about 60 ◦C
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lectrical powers from 0.2 to 1.0 kWe.

or the use of heat for CHP applications such as a heat-up water
eservoir or heating buildings [22,23].

The required area of heat-exchanger for various levels of elec-
rical output is shown in Fig. 4. The design point of the stack
erformance is taken to be 0.7 V at 0.2 A cm−2. Fig. 4 also displays
he number of turns of the coil, using the basic specifications of the
eat-exchanger described in Table 1, and the required flow rate of
he secondary coolant is also plotted. If 100% heat recovery from
he cooling device is assumed, the required heat-exchanger area
or a 1 kWe HT PEMFC is about 117 cm2. When the shape of the
oil shown in Table 1 is applied, it should have six turns of the
oil to give the required heat-exchanger area. Then the flow rate of
he secondary coolant should be 0.33 L min−1. In practice, the heat
ecovery ratio will be lower than 100%. Therefore, the actual heat-
xchanger area required will be smaller than 117 cm2. If we assume
he heat recovery ratio to be 85%, the required heat-exchanger area
ecomes about 93 cm2 (see Fig. 5). As the cooling device has a heat-
xchange area of 117 cm2, it can be stated that more than 25% of
he area is over-designed when the assumed heat recovery of the
ystem is 85%. Another factor to be considered is that as fuel cell per-
ormance decays with time (i.e., cell voltage losses, such as ohmic
nd proton transport losses, increase gradually), the heat gener-
ted at the stack will be increased, and a greater heat-exchanger
rea will be required to handle the excess heat-generated. With
he size of the heat exchanger considered a little earlier in the text,
t can be estimated that the cooling capacity will be sufficient up
o a 20% voltage loss (at 20 A) when at 85% heat recovery ratio is
ssumed (see Fig. 5).
able 1
esign parameters of cooling device for 1 kWe HT PEMFC stack.

Parameter Value

Given Saturation temperature (◦C) 150
Thermal conductivity of coil (W m−1 K−1) 15.6
Diameter of coiled tube, D (mm) 40
Outer radius of tube, ro (mm) 2.5
Inner radius of tube, ri (mm) 1.8
Temperature of secondary coolant (◦C)
Inlet, Tc,i 20
Outlet, Tc,o 60

Obtained Number of turns of coil, N 6
Heat-exchanger area, Ao (cm2) 117
Flow rate of secondary coolant, Qc (L min−1) 0.33
Fig. 5. Effect of heat recovery ratios and cell voltages on required heat-exchanger
area. Increase in voltage loss due to cell degradation causes much higher heat gen-
eration and larger heat-exchanger area is required.

3. Experimental set-up

Samsung Electronics is developing a micro-CHP system for
residential applications using a HT PEMFC stack [24]. Phospho-
ric acid-doped hydrocarbon-based polymer membrane technology
is adopted for operation at 150 ◦C. In-house developed high-
performance MEAs (Membrane Electrode Assembly) are prepared
using proprietary hydrocarbon membranes. Reactant flow channels
and the layout of the bipolar plates are designed based on computa-
tional fluid dynamics analysis to maximize the power density while
maintaining the fuel efficiency of the MEA. Detailed information of
design and operation of the developed stack is as follows.

• Number of cells: 84.
• Active area of MEA: 100 cm2.
• Utilization factor: 0.80 (fuel–hydrogen), 0.50 (air–oxygen).
• Gas pressure: atmosphere.
• Coolant (water) saturation pressure: about 0.5 MPa.
• Membrane: polybenzimidazole (PBI)-based polymer membrane.
• Electrode (catalyst): Pt/Ru (anode), Pt/Co (cathode).
• End plate: metal(stainless steel) and composite.
• Flow field design: straight type for fuel (hydrogen), air and

coolant (water).
• Cooling plates located between each six cells.
• Internal manifold for fuel (hydrogen), air and water.

A cooling device with a size of 117 cm2 was designed and
attached to a 1 kWe class PEMFC stack. The temperature measure-
ment points of the cooling device and the stack are indicated in
Fig. 6. The stack exit temperature (Tsat) of the coolant was set at
150 ◦C. All temperatures of the bipolar plates (BP) in the stack were
measured. The temperatures of the cooling plates (CP), especially,
were measured at three points (bottom, middle, and top) along the
direction of coolant flow.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Testing at steady-state conditions

The stack combined with the cooling device, as described in Sec-

tion 3, was tested up to 1 kWe to demonstrate that the cooling
device could successfully maintain the stack temperature. Fig. 7
shows the stack voltages at various applied electrical currents,
together with the averaged stack temperatures. Within a current
range of 6–20 A, where the equivalent power output varies from 0.3
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of coolin
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the temperature profile shows a systematic up-down trend within
the stack. Higher values are the temperatures of the bipolar plates,
and lower ones are those of the cooling plates. Within the range,
the temperatures are evenly distributed, unlike in the case of using
a pump or blower circulating coolant, where a temperature gra-
dient is unavoidable. The reason for the uniform distribution of
the stack temperature is the phase-change characteristic of sat-
urated vapour, where the temperature is kept constant during the
heat absorption process. Unlike the uniformity of most cells located
between the cooling plates, there is a drop in the temperature pro-
file at both ends of the stack. The convective heat loss to the ambient
through the end-plates is significantly high such that the rates of
heat conduction through the bipolar plates and coolant circulation
near the end-plates are not sufficient to maintain a uniform tem-
perature in the plates near the ends of the stack. This problem can
be mitigated by improving the thermal insulation of the end-plates.
To investigate the temperature profile in more detail, the temper-
atures of the cooling plates measured at three different locations
(bottom, middle, and top) are shown in Fig. 9. The lowest temper-
ature is the one at the bottom of the first cooling plate, where the
coolant comes into the stack. Ideally, the incoming coolant temper-
ature should be identical to the temperature within the stack. The
convective heat loss through the cooling device however, makes
the incoming coolant temperature cooler than the others. This
should be related to the heat recovery ratio discussed later. Once
the coolant water comes into the stack at about 10 ◦C lower, its tem-
perature rises quickly to the stack temperature within and between
the cooling plates. Except for the bottom temperature of the first
coolant plate, the temperature distribution along the direction of
coolant flow is uniformly maintained, regardless of the direction
of the coolant flow. This demonstrates that the buoyancy-driven
pumpless coolant circulation is not only able to eliminate the need
of a pump, but can also ensure uniform temperature distribution
along the stack. This will offer another competitive advantage of the
HT PEMFC system, when applied with a pumpless cooling scheme,
over a LT PEMFC-based CHP system.

The heat recovery ratio, that is, the ratio of the recovered heat
to the generated heat from the stack, when various currents are
applied is given in Fig. 10. A high heat recovery ratio can be obtained
when the electrical current is higher than 7 A. At 6 A or lower
currents, however, the heat recovery ratio drops to ∼40%, while
maintaining the temperature of the bipolar plates at the set value
(see Fig. 7). This should be a critical heat generation condition where
the convective heat loss to the ambient becomes relatively signif-

icant. The remaining thermal energy in the coolant stream is not
sufficient to circulate the coolant from the stack to the cooling
device, and therefore the excess heat recovered in the secondary
coolant stream significantly decreases. Nevertheless, the momen-
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temperature is simplified as shown in Fig. 12. Under the setting
value of the stack temperature, all the components remain off. Over
the setting value, the temperature controller begins to operate, and
Fig. 9. Distribution of cooling plate te

um of circulation of the coolant within the stack is sufficient; for,
he stack temperature to be maintained at approximately 150 ◦C,
s shown in Fig. 7. With improved insulation of the stack as well
s the cooling device, the critical current to maintain high thermal
fficiency can be widened to lower current conditions.

.2. Temperature control scheme of pumpless cooling operation
A cooling device should work within the wide range of gener-
ted heat following the part-load operation of the fuel cell stack. In
his scheme, instead of using a pump, the flow rate of the condensed
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Fig. 10. Heat recovery ratio at various current conditions.
tures along direction of coolant flow.

coolant water returned to the reservoir is controlled by the ON/OFF
interval of the solenoid valve, as shown in Fig. 2. The configuration
of the control part; a solenoid valve, a temperature controller, and
a timer is illustrated in Fig. 11. The control mechanism of the stack
the timer gives the ON/OFF signal to the solenoid valve periodically.
If the stack temperature decreases under the setting value, the tem-

Fig. 11. Configuration of control part of cooling device for HT PEMFC stack.
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control scheme still can still maintain stable temperatures in the
stack and the secondary coolant. The characteristic of the ON/OFF
interval of the solenoid valve is summarized in Table 2.
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Fig. 12. Control mechanism of cooling device for HT PEMFC.

erature controller opens the circuit of the control part. The thermal
ontroller controls the solenoid valve. To increase the stability and
he controllability of the temperature, however, a timer is added
s an additional controller, which controls the ON/OFF frequency
f the solenoid valve depending on the level of electrical power
pplied to the stack.

It is important to understand exactly the characteristic of the
N/OFF interval of the solenoid valve for reliable stack operation.
he fluctuations of the stack temperature and the outlet temper-
ture of the secondary coolant are shown in Fig. 13. The stack
emperature is much less sensitive to the energy change in the
oolant than the secondary coolant temperature, due to the high
hermal inertia of the stack (mainly, bipolar plates). Thus, it could
e much more precise to sense the outlet temperature of the sec-
ndary coolant for control of the stack temperature. The influence
f the periodic fluctuation of the outlet temperature of the sec-
ndary coolant can be analyzed in more detail, as shown in Fig. 14;
egion is the section where the solenoid valve is closed, and
egion is the one where the solenoid valve remains open, accord-

ng to the ON/OFF interval set of the timer. By properly turning the
N/OFF interval, both the stack temperature and the outlet tem-
erature of the secondary coolant can be maintained stable over
he period of operation. Fig. 15 represents the characteristic of the
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Fig. 14. Dynamic characteristics of secondary coolant outlet temperature in ON/OFF
condition of solenoid valve.

ON/OFF interval of the solenoid valve. An increase in the OFF time
of the solenoid valve mitigates the increase rate of the outlet tem-
perature of the secondary coolant (region ). It can prolong the
stabilization time, but the amplitude of the variation of the outlet
temperature of the secondary coolant does not change very much.
Next, the ON time of the solenoid valve was set to decrease at region

, decreasing the flow rate of the condensed water returning to
the reservoir. Subsequently, the performance of the heat-exchanger
goes down, and the amplitude of the variation of the outlet temper-
ature of the secondary coolant also decreases, as shown in region

. As demonstrated in Fig. 15, stable operation can be obtained by
decreasing the ON time and increasing the OFF time. The ‘hump’ at
around 2900s shown in Fig. 15(b) is caused by the instability in the
supply of city water, which is not related to this study; in spite of
an abrupt interruption of the secondary coolant temperature, the
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perature with modulation of ON/OFF interval of solenoid valve.
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Table 2
Characteristics according to ON/OFF interval of solenoid valve.

Time Amplitude Period

ON OFF

const ↑ const ↑
↓ const ↓ const
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.3. Transient capability during start-up period

A fuel cell stack should be heated up to some temperature before
oad operation [9,16]. In general, a heater directly warms up a fuel
ell stack, or a heated coolant is supplied to it. In this study, the
ame mechanism as cooling is applied to the start-up, that is, the
sage of natural convection without an external driving force, like
pump. The same control method using a solenoid valve is applied,
s discussed in the previous section. The coolant circulates between
he stack and the cooling device. The start-up heater is located in
he reservoir. Fig. 16 shows the temperature distributions during
arm-up of the stack. In the beginning (5–10 min), the tempera-

ure in the vicinity of the coolant inlet becomes relatively higher.
he peak indicates the temperature of the cooling plate and the val-
ey of the bipolar plate. A high-temperature coolant transfers heat
rom the cooling plate to the bipolar plate by convection and con-

uction. The temperature of the cooling plate along the stack can be
ept uniform thus conforming reliable start-up with the pumpless
ooling device with the control scheme, as discussed in the previ-
us section. This demonstrates that transient operation with the
umpless cooling device is possible for a 1 kWe HT PEMFC stack.

[

[
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5. Conclusions

A stack cooling device for a high-temperature (above 100 ◦C)
PEMFC has been designed. It is operated using the phase-change
latent heat of water without any external driving power. The
designed cooling device is verified by demonstrating the stable
operation of a 1 kWe class HT PEMFC stack. The results of the
experiment show that the stack temperature can be kept within
±3 ◦C of the target temperature and its heat recovery ratio is
up to 80% or higher. The dynamic characteristics have also been
checked by solenoid valve control and it is seen that a stable oper-
ation can be obtained by adjusting the ON/OFF interval of the
valve.
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